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Abstract—This document presents a port-Hamiltonian model
of a pumped-hydro storage system, using Photo Voltaic energy
as the primary source. Matlab simulation results show that
the model is functional under ideal conditions of constant
solar radiation. It also graphically demonstrate the relationship
between input solar power and the accumulation of energy at
the upper reservoir.

This work is a fundamental step towards a tool for the analysis
and design of optimized and fully automated system.

Index Terms—energy storage, pumped-hydro system, photo-
voltaic energy, port-Hamiltonian systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last four years (2015-2018), more than 98%
of Costa Rica’s electricity came from green sources, mainly
produced by hydroelectric power [1]. However, during the dry
season, the lack of rain makes it necessary to use fossil fuel
generating plants to cover the energy deficit during peak hours.

Although the deficit is relatively a small amount of energy
(1.88%) compared to the total electrical energy consumed
by the country, it has a much higher cost per kWh which
is transferred to the costumers. Also, consume of non-green
energy sources produces carbon dioxide emissions, which goes
against the goals of decarbonizing the Costa Rican economy
[2].

It is possible to employ solar radiation as an alternative
energy source. During the dry season, solar radiation in Costa
Rica reaches the highest level, with several zones receiving
a daily average of 5kWh/m2 [3]. This represent a huge
potential which has not been exploited as only 0.01% of the
electricity is generated with the solar resource. However, the
intermittent characteristic of photo-voltaic power generation is
a drawback to increase its penetration in the country.

This paper describes the use of solar radiation energy
to power an pumped-hydro system, as a way to foster the
widespread in a large-scale of green sources systems is inves-
tigated.

By employing this class of storage system, the energy gener-
ated by the alternative sources systems can be accumulated as
potential energy of water and then released at a higher power
rate, when the peak demand is not met by the national electric

grids renewable installed capacity. This would avoid the use
of fossil fuels in thermal back up plants.

Pumped-hydro storage (PHS) is the most widespread energy
storage technology, which has been in use for more than a
hundred years and has a round trip efficiency of 70 to 85%
[4]. It is also the most cost-effective for large scale energy
storage in utility grids. In the PHS, the work of [5] and [6]
is recapitulated. The concept of the proposed system is shown
in Figure 1.

We based our work firstly on the results of [5] by using solar
radiation and rewriting the system on an energy-based setting,
more specifically on the port-Hamiltonian framework due to
the straightforward interpretation of the physical interconnec-
tion of multiple systems domains via power-ports, and energy
dissipating and storing elements, [7]–[9]. Then, the main result
of this paper is a port-Hamiltonian representation of a solar-
pumped energy storage system where we clearly show how
the internal energy of the system flows in different physical
domains which in later research developments will facilitate
the integration of other systems’ stages and the design of
(non)linear controllers.

The contribution of the paper is outlined as follows. Section
II presents an general introduction to the port-Hamiltonian
formalism. Furthermore, Section III provides the energy-based
model of the proposed solar-powered pumped-hydro storage
system. Later on, we reinforced the modeling advantages
with simulation results in Section IV. Finally, in Section V
concluding remarks and future work are provided.

Notation: The Gradient of a scalar vector is given by

∇x :=
δ

δx
. (1)

Furthermore, all vectors are considered as column vectors.

II. PORT-HAMILTONIAN FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the port-Hamiltonian (PH) for-
malism for a general class of physical systems, and later
we present a formulation for a standard class of mechanical
systems.

The PH framework is based on the description of systems
in terms of energy variables, their interconnection structure,
and power port-pairs. PH systems include a large family978-1-7281-0883-4/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE



of physical nonlinear systems which includes the dynamics
of mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and electromechanical
subsystems. The transfer of energy between the physical
system and the environment is given through energy elements,
dissipation elements and power preserving ports, [7]–[9].

A time-invariant PH system corresponds to the

Σ

{
ẋ = [J (x)−R (x)]∇xH (x) + g (x)u,

y = g (x)
>∇xH (x) ,

(2)

where the state variable is given by x ∈ RN , and the input-
output port-pair representing flows and efforts are given by

u ∈ RN , (3)

y ∈ RM, (4)

respectively. Furthermore, the input, interconnection and dis-
sipation matrices of (2) are given by

g (x) ∈ RN×M, (5)

J (x) = −J (x)
>
, J (x) ∈ RN×N , (6)

R (x) = R (x)
> � 0, R (x) ∈ RN×N , (7)

where M ≤ N being M = N a fully actuated system,
and M < N an underactuated one. Furthermore, the energy
function of system (2) is

H (x) ∈ R. (8)

Differentiating the Hamiltonian along the trajectories of ẋ, we
recover the energy balance

Ḣ (x) = −∇>xH (x)R (x)∇xH (x) + y>u ≤ y>u (9)

where we clearly see how the system (2) is conservative.

III. ENERGY-BASED MODEL OF THE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The system under study consists of different stages that
are able to convert solar radiation in hydro potential energy.
First, a photovoltaic cell farm works as a source of energy.
The output of the first stage is manipulated by a dc-dc buck
converter in order to feed an electromechanical pumped-hydro
stage. It follows that the pump system is able to elevate a
column of water via a water recovery pipe from a lower to an
upper reservoir. The complete system is shown in Figure 1
with a more detailed block diagram given by Figure 2, where
the inputs and outputs of each of the subsystems (domains)
are presented. We see in Figure 2 how the system has as input
the current is that depends on the radiation of the sun G, and
as output the hydraulic flow Qc.

Table I shows all parameters used through the modeling of
the system stages.

Electric
Pump

Generator
System

Photovoltaic
Array

Upper Reservoir

Lower Reservoir
Flow

Fig. 1. Concept of the solar-powered pumped-hydro system for energy
storage.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the energy storage system’s domains.

A. Photovoltaic Farm Model

A photovoltaic (PV) cell has the same behavior as a diode,
connected to a parallel capacitor, and to parallel and serial
resistors. The PV cell generates electricity when irradiated
by light. One of the most complete expressions to model the
electrical behavior of PV modules is the five-parameter model
of [14]. It can be included also the parallel capacitance of the
semiconductors, that has been previously calculated by [15].
The equivalent circuit of the PV cell of [16] is shown in Figure
3.

vC pR

sR

ip vp
+

-

vO
+

-

is i

i

L

R

Fig. 3. Photovoltaic cell equivalent circuit.

The input-output port-pair of the PV cell module is given
by (vp, iL), respectively. The current iL at the output of the
PV cell farm module depends on the S time function of the
switch at the input of the dc/dc buck converter module that
we introduce later on. Then, by Kirchhoff’s current law for
the PV cell farm equivalent circuit it follows that

iC = −iR + is − SiL, (10)

where
is = ip − ID, (11)

and
ip = Npip, (12)



TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR PORT-HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM MODELING

Constant Description
/Variable Detail Value Units

ip Photo generated current N/A A
k Boltzmann constant 1.38x10−23 J/K
T Enviroment temperature 25 ◦C
q Charge of electron 1.62x10−19 C

Vt= kT
q

Thermal voltage p-n diode 25 mV
Vg Band gap of Silicium 1.76x10−19 J
Tv PV Cell temperature 30 ◦C
rs In-PV series resistora 6.81 Ω
rp In-PV parallel resistora 13.2 Ω
n pn junction ideality factor 1 N/A
i0 pn diode saturation current N/A A
Ns Number of series cells 1 N/A
Np Number of parallel cells 2 N/A
cv PV Cell capacitance 2.5 µF

ISC,nom Short circuit currentb 7.6 A

VOC,nom Open circuit voltageb 32.8 V
GSun Sun Radiation N/A kW/m2

Gnom PV onminal Radiation 1000 kW/m2

K0 ISC/Tv coefficient of PV 2.3 mA/K
Cc Converter capacitancec 8 mF
Lc Converter inductancec 300 mH
S Square function periodc 20 ms

Lm Armature inductanced 1.42 mH

Rm Armature resistanced 1.3 mΩ

Jm Rotor inertiad 38.3 mg/m2

Bm Rotor frictiond 34.7 µNms

Km Torque constantd 0.059 Nm/A

Ke Voltage constantd 0.059 V/s
Ch Hydraulic capacitancee 2.6 g/(ms)4

Ih Hydraulic inertancef 2.03x107 kg/m4

Rh Hydraulic resistanceg 9.28x105 kg/(m4s)

Kh Speed-flow constanth 1.91x105 rad/m3

ρ Water density 998.2 kg/m3

g Gravity constant 9.81 m/s2

µ Water viscosity 890 µNm/s2

l Pipe length 10 m
d Pipe diameter 25 mm

Ωnom Nominal angular speedd 55 rev/s
Qnom Nominal flowi 1.81x10−3 m3/s

aPreviously calculated by [10] for 175W PV.
bMeasured at Gnom, from PV data sheet [11].
cAdjusted to ensure 24V at dc-dc converter output at Gnom [11].
dMotor P/N:211333, from data sheet [12].
eCh = AR/(ρg), AR the reservoir area of 25m2.
fIh = ρl/Ap, with Ap the area of pipe cross section.
gRh = 8πµl/A2

p, from Poiseuille law.
hKh = 2πΩnom/Qnom.
iWater Pump P/N:RD9024, from data sheet [13].

ID = Npi0

exp

V + iL
Ns
Np

rs

NsnVt

− 1


= Npi0

(
exp

(
vp

NsnVt

)
− 1

)
. (13)

In (13), a current accross the diode is represented by ID.
Furthermore, according to [17] the currents ip of (12), and

i0 in (13) are defined as

ip = (ISC,nom +K0 (T − Tv))
GSun
Gnom

, (14)

i0 = iα

(
T

Tv

) 3

n exp
(
−Vg
nk

(
1

T
− 1

Tpv

))
, (15)

respectively, with iα in (15) given by

iα =
ISC,nom

exp
(
VOC,nom
nVt

)
− 1

(16)

In addition to that, the currents iR and iC of (10) are defined
as

iR =
vp
Ns
Np

rp

, (17)

iC =
Np
Ns

cv
dvp
dt

, (18)

respectively. For simplicity, Np and Ns escalation terms are
assumed as implicit, thus (13), (17) and (18) are reduced to

ID = I0

(
exp

(
vp

NsnVt

)
− 1

)
, (19)

iR =
vp
Rp

, (20)

iC = Cv
dvp
dt

. (21)

We introduce now the state variable qp in terms of the
voltage input vp and the equivalents circuit’s capacitance Cv
as

qp = Cvvp (22)

which dynamics is obtained by substituting (17) and (18) in
(10). We then obtain

q̇p = − 1

RpCv
qp + is − SiL. (23)

The dynamics of the second state variable φp is also given by

φ̇p =
qp
Cv

, (24)

and since no magnetic storage component is connected to the
circuit, then the Hamiltonian function Hp (qp, φp) of the PV
cell farm stage is given by

Hp (qp, φp) =
1

2Cv
q2p (25)

Now, based on the dynamics (23), and (24), together with the
Hamiltonian function (25), then PH formulation of a PV cell
farm is given by

 q̇p

φ̇p

 =


−1

Rp
−1

1 0



∂Hp

∂qp

∂Hp

∂φp

+

 1

0

 is +

 −S
0

 iL
(26)



y =
[
1 0

]

∂Hp

∂qp

∂Hp

∂φp

 =
1

Cv
qp = vp (27)

where clearly the input-output port-pair is (u, y) = (is, vp),
and (9) holds for (27) since Rp ≥ 0.

In the next subsections, we introduce the PH formulation
of the dc/dc buck converter, the electromechanical stage, and
hydraulic system.

B. DC/DC Buck Converter Model

The solar-powered pumped-hydro system requires a dc/dc
buck converter in order to reduce the output voltage vp of
the PV farm cell at the input voltage level of the hydro-pump
dc motor. The equivalent circuit of the converter is shown in
Figure 4 and it is based on the results of [18].

cC vC
+

-

imi

+-vO

S

cL

L

Fig. 4. DC/DC buck converter equivalent electric circuit.

Given a discrete switch S representing a time dependant
function that describes the activation and deactivation of input
voltage of the equivalent circuit in Figure 4, and the state
variables (qc, φL) being the charge of the capacitor Cc, and
the flux in the inductor Lc, and based on the dynamics

Lci̇L = −vC − SRpiL + Svph (28)

together with the Biot-Savart Law

φL = LciL, (29)

and given the Hamiltonian Hc function of the converter

Hc (qc, φL) =
1

2Cc
q2c +

1

2Lc
φ2L (30)

then, the dynamics of dc/dc buck converter in Figure 4 is
written in the PH formulation such that q̇c

φ̇L

 =

 0 1

−1 −SRp



∂Hc

∂qc

∂Hc

∂φL

+

 0

S

 vp +

 −1

0

 im
(31)

y =
[
0 S

]

∂Hc

∂qc

∂Hc

∂φL

 = SiL (32)

with a chosen input-output port-pair (u, y) = (vp, SiL).

vm
+

-

im

+-vC mL

mR

Fig. 5. Pump equivalent circuit.

C. Pump Electrical-Mechanical Model

A pump to storage water from the lower to the upper reser-
voir is describe in two physic domains. Firstly, the equivalent
circuit for the electrical domain is shown in Figure 5. The
inductance Lm stores kinetic energy and the dynamic of the
system in Figure 5 is described as

Lmi̇m = −Rmim + vC − vm (33)

Also, according to Biot-Savart Law, it can be expressed the
magnetic flux φm as

φm = Lmim (34)

The dynamics of the system allows to include a term qm
related to charge storage in the circuit

q̇m =
φm
Lm

(35)

Since non electric field storage component is connected to the
circuit, then the Hamiltonian function is given by

HL (φm, qm) =
1

2Lm
φ2m. (36)

Thus, from (33), (35) and (36), we define now the dynamic
of the pump equivalent electric circuit in terms of the PH
framework such that

 φ̇m

˙qm

 =

 −Rm −1

1 0



∂HL

∂φm

∂HL

∂qm

+

 1

0

 vC +

 −1

0

 vm
(37)

y =
[

1 0
]

∂HL

∂φm

∂HL

∂qm

 = im, (38)

with a chosen input-output port-pair (u, y) = (vC , Sim).
Now that the first electrical stage is defined, we elaborate

further the dynamics of the mechanical subsection. First, a
free body diagram for the equivalent subsection of the pump
is shown in Figure 6, which system is described as

JmΩ̇m = −BmΩm + Tm − Tj (39)



Jm

Tm TJ

m

Bm

Ω 

Fig. 6. Pump Mechanical Diagram.

In order to couple the mechanical state to the hydraulic
domain, it is required to consider a constant Kh given by

Kh =
Ωm
Qh

=
Ph
TJ
, (40)

where Kh has units of rad/m3. From the hydraulic system
domain shown in Figure 7, we know that

Ph = IhQ̇h +RhQh + P30 + ρgl (41)

and from (41), we rewrite (39) as

βΩ̇m = −γΩm + Tm −
(P30 + ρgl)

Kh
, (42)

with
β = Jm +

Ih
K2
h

, γ = Bm +
Rh
K2
h

(43)

where β represents an apparent mass inertia, and γ includes
system’s dissipation elements. Based now on the angular
displacement Ωm, we define an angular momentum pm as

pm = βΩm, (44)

which in terms of system’s dynamics it is convenient to rewrite
(44) as

˙ϕm =
pm
β

(45)

with a Hamiltonian Hm of hydraulic domain system given by

Hm (pm, ϕm) =
1

2β
p2m. (46)

Now, based on (39), (44)-(46), we formulate the dynamics of
the mechanical pump stage in the PH framework such that ṗm

˙ϕm

 =

 −γ −1

1 0



∂Hm

∂pm

∂Hm

∂ϕm

+

 1

0

Tm +


−1

Kh

0

P30 +


−1

Kh

0

 ρgl
(47)

y =
[

1 0
]

∂Hm

∂pm

∂Hm

∂ϕm

 = Ωm. (48)

with an input-output port-pair (u, y) = (Tm,Ωm), with the
transducer equations from electrical to mechanical stage of
the pump are described as

vm = KeΩm, Tm = Kmim. (49)

D. Hydraulic Pumping Model

l

Upper Reservoir

Lower Reservoir

Ih

P3

Rh

P0

Ph

P2

P1

Fig. 7. Hydraulic System Diagram.

The hydraulic pumping system that drives the water from
the lower to the upper reservoir is shown in Figure 7. The
dynamic of the system can be written as

IhQ̇h = −RhQh − P30 − ρgl + Ph (50)

and based on (39), we can rewrite (50) as

Q̇h = −
(
Rh +K2

hBm
α

)
Qh−

(P30 + ρgl)

α
+
Kh

α
Tm, (51)

where α and Γ in (51) are given by

α = K2
hJm + Ih Γ =

Rh +K2
hBm

α2
(52)

being α an apparent mass inertia and Γ having all the
dissipative elements of the hydraulic system. Furthermore, it
can be considered that the dynamics of the pressure P30 in
Figure 7 is

Ṗ30 =
1

Ch
Qh (53)

with a Hamiltonian function Hh (Qh, P30) given by

Hh (Qh, P30) =
1

2
αQ2

h +
1

2
ChP

2
30 + ChP30ρgl (54)

Finally, based on (51), (53), and (54), we are able to formulate
the dynamics of the hydraulic pumping system in the PH
framework such that

 Q̇h

Ṗ30

 =


−Γ

−1

αCh

1

αCh
0




∂Hh

∂Qh

∂Hh

∂P30

+


Kh

α

0

Tm
(55)

y =

[
Kh

α
0

]
∂Hh

∂Qh

∂Hh

∂P30

 = KhQh = Ωm (56)

with an input-output port-pair (u, y) = (Tm,Ωm).



IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

For simulation purposes, we have made use of the pa-
rameters shown in Table I. The system is adjusted at 24V
dc-dc converter output voltage when the sun radiation G is
1000W/m2, in order to couple the DC Pump [13]. Further-
more, it is necessary to connect an array of 5 PV cells [11]
where each one to supplies 175W . Also, the area per PV
Cell is assumed 1.5m2 such that the total power from the
sun radiated over the PV Cell array reaches 7.5kW .

Figure 8.a shows that the output energy of the cell under
the aforementioned conditions reaches around 875J . Thus, the
efficiency of the PV cell array is around 11.7%. Furthermore,
at the output of the hydraulic stage of the system, the shifted
mass of water from lower to the upper reservoir is moved by
an applied constant energy of 158J , which results in a total
system’s efficiency 2.1%. Under this efficiency conditions it
is possible to pile up 9.5x103J of potential energy a minute
in the reservoir as shown in Figure 8.b. The accumulated
potential energy represents a volume of water of 0.09m3/min
as shown in Figure 8.c, or a equivalence of 5.4m3/h. This
result is consistent with the specifications of the pump under
test, whose maximum specified flow rate is is 6.5m3/h.
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Fig. 8. a) PV cell output energy (solid line) and energy applied to shift of
water at the upper reservoir (dashed line); b) potential recovered energy stored
at the upper reservoir; c) volume of recovered water at the upper reservoir.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A model of a solar-powered pumped-hydro system to re-
cover potential energy from the water is successfully modelled
and simulated, under ideal conditions of constant solar radia-
tion. We have assumed that the system feeds a dc pump in an

open loop system. An energy-based approached is here chosen
based on the port-Hamiltonian framework in order to model
the multi-system domain. According to simulation results, the
system efficiency could be enhanced by replacing the actuators
and/or elements (motor, pumps, cells, pipes) to other ones with
more appropriate specifications. Further modifications of the
model are required to add a power control in order to simulate
the behaviour of the system to a variable power input.
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